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(57) ABSTRACT 

An emissive pixel device having integrated luminance sen 
sor and a method of operating an emissive pixel device 

having an integrated luminance or photon ?ux sensor. 

Device includes light or photon emitting device, drive 
circuit generating current to drive light emitting device to 
predetermined luminance corresponding to an image voltage 
and applying drive current to light emitting device during 
frame time, photo sensor that exhibits change in electrical 
characteristic in response to change in incident photon ?ux 
disposed near the light emitting device to intercept measur 
able photon ?ux When light emitting device is in emitting 
state, charge storage device coupled With sensor for accu 
mulating or releasing charges and exhibiting capacitance 
charge and voltage proportional to the charge at a time; and 
control circuit controlling charging and discharging of 
charge storage device in response to changes in electrical 

Int, Cl, characteristics of sensor during at least a portion of the frame 

G09G 5/00 (2006.01) time. 
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ACTIVE-MATRIX DISPLAY AND PIXEL 
STRUCTURE FOR FEEDBACK STABILIZED FLAT 

PANEL DISPLAY 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of priority under 
35 USC 119 and/or 35 USC 120 to US. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/583,744 (Atty. Docket. No. 
186051/US [474125-20]) ?led Jun. 29, 2004 naming as 
inventors Damoder Reddy and W. Edward Naugler, Jr., and 
entitled High-Impedance to LoW-Impedance Conversion 
System for Active Matrix Emission Feedback Stabilized Flat 
Panel Display, Which application is incorporated by refer 
ence in its entirety. 

[0002] This application is also related to the following 
applications, each of Which is hereby incorporated by ref 
erence: US. application Ser. No. (Atty. Docket. No. 
186051/US/4 [474125-21]) ?led 17 Dec. 2004 and entitled 
System And Method For A Long-Life Luminance Feedback 
StabiliZed Display Panel; US. application Ser. No. 
(Atty. Docket. No. 186051/US/2 [474125-22]) ?led 17 Dec. 
2004 and entitled Feedback Control System and Method for 
Operating a High-Performance StabiliZed Active-Matrix 
Emissive Display; US. application Ser. No. (Atty. 
Docket. No. 186051/US/3 [474125-23]) ?led 17 Dec. 2004 
and entitled Active-Matrix Display And Pixel Structure For 
Feedback StabiliZed Flat Panel Display; US. application 
Ser. No. (Atty. Docket. No. 186051/US/5 [474125 
25]) ?led 17 Dec. 2004 and entitled Method For Operating 
And Individually Controlling The Luminance Of Each Pixel 
In An Emissive Active-Matrix Display Device; U.S. appli 
cation Ser. No. (Atty. Docket. No. 186051/US/6 
[474125-26]) ?led 17 Dec. 2004 and entitled Device And 
Method For Operating A Self-Calibrating Emissive Pixel, 
and US. application Ser. No. (Atty. Docket. No. 
186051/US/7 [474125-27]) ?led 17 Dec. 2004 and entitled 
High-Performance Emissive Display Device For Comput 
ers, Information Appliances, And Entertainment Systems; 
each of Which applications is hereby incorporated by refer 
ence. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] This application pertains generally to emissive ?at 
panel displays and more particularly to systems, devices and 
methods for making, calibrating, and operating emissive 
pixel ?at panel displays to provide uniform light emission 
level and color over the surface of the display initially and 
throughout its operational life and to extend the operational 
life of such displays. 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] Active matrix emissive displays and active 
matrix organic light emitting diode (AMOLED) displays in 
particular rely on current levels in the light emitting diode to 
produce luminance levels (light emission level) in a matrix 
of pixels (picture elements). Each pixel is a separate light 
emitting diode that is directly addressed and Wherein each 
pixel has a sample and hold circuit so that a voltage can be 
applied to the Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED) dis 
play driver continuously over the duration of the frame. 

[0005] The function of a ?at panel display is to produce an 
image in various shades of light and dark in correspondence 
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to voltage levels representing the original image, or an 
image created by computer softWare. These light and dark 
shades may form or generate colors When they are rendered 
as different pixel types such as in red, blue, and green 
through the use of different colored emissive pixels or diodes 
or through the use of same colored or White pixels and ?lters. 
Sometimes the set of three pixels used together to render a 
color by additive combination of their respective photon ?ux 
are referred to as subpixels, but in the description to folloW, 
little distinction is made betWeen pixels and subpixels as the 
subpixels are pixels in their oWn right and sets of pixels that 
are controlled as a set are merely cooperative sets of 
subpixels. Operation of sets of pixels or emitters to generate 
color are knoWn in the art and not described in greater detail. 
The translation of the voltage image data into current 
generated OLED photon emission (?ux) levels presents 
several complex issues involving the manufacture of the 
display and the aging of the display during operation and use 
by a user or consumer in the ?eld. 

[0006] In the case of a typical conventional OLED display, 
an image or data voltage is placed on the gate of a poWer 
transistor (current source) in the display pixel, Which feeds 
and controls the amount or magnitude of current to the 
OLED pixel. The higher the gate voltage is, the higher Will 
be the current and therefore the brighter or more emissive 
Will be the pixel. Typically voltages (the signal data) sup 
plied to thin-?lm semiconductor transistors (TFTs) having 
source, drain, and gate terminals are used to control the 
current to the pixel emitter elements to render an appropriate 
gray level or pixel image luminance. 

[0007] The circuits, methods of control, and even materi 
als heretofore used in conventional implementations have 
signi?cant limitations so that OLED display panel perfor 
mance has suffered and has limited the application of such 
OLED technology for larger high-performance displays at 
consumer acceptable price. 

[0008] A primary problem in such systems and devices is 
that it is conventionally extremely dif?cult if not impossible 
to produce uniform current from pixel-to-pixel in a display 
using voltage image data applied to TFTs in this manner. 
This problem becomes particularly acute as the displays 
become physically larger, have larger numbers of pixels, are 
driven to high current and luminance levels, and/or are 
operated either continuously or intermittently for longer 
periods of time (they age). This problem arises at least in 
part because the current delivered by a TFT at a particular 
gate voltage depends on many parameters, such as for 
example the TFT threshold voltage, the effective electron 
mobility, and current gain of the TFT device (Which may 
vary from TFT device to TFT device as a result of manu 
facturing variations, environmental exposure during opera 
tion, and/or operational history. These three parameters 
(threshold voltage, effective electron mobility, and current 
gain) may in turn depend, for example, on inter-grain and 
intra-grain trap densities, semiconductor thickness, and 
semiconductor-to-gate dielectric trap densities. Other factors 
include: gate dielectric thickness, dielectric constant of the 
insulators, the TFT geometry, electron/hole mobilities, and 
other factors alone and in combination. 

[0009] Among the problems at issue are hoW voltages (e.g. 
TFT voltages) to be applied are determined and hoW that 
voltage is placed on the poWer TFT to give the right current 
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level to produce the correct gray level. Some studies have 
suggested a particular Way or Ways to use a particular 
luminance of a pixel to correct the voltage supplied to the 
pixel poWer TFT (See for example, US. Pat. No. 6,518,962 
B2 by Kimura and assigned Seiko-Epson; US. Pat. Nos. 
6,542,138B1 and 6,489,631B2 assigned to Philips, and the 
paper by Eko T. LisuWandi at MIT (See “Feedback Circuit 
for Organic LED Active-Matrix Display Drivers, by Eko T. 
LisuWandi submitted to the Department of Electrical and 
Computer Science in Partial Ful?llment of the Requirements 
for Degrees of Master of Engineering in Electrical Engi 
neering and Computer Science at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, May 10, 2002). HoWever, these conventional 
attempts to improve OLED (or indeed other active emission 
display technologies) have not been entirely effective and 
are in one Way or another ?aWed. 

[0010] For example, US. Pat. No. 6,542,138 B1 (assigned 
to Philips) describes a method that at most attempts to make 
pixels tend to be uniform to some extent over a frame 
duration but does not describe or suggest that exact emission 
levels corresponding to a series of gray levels can be 
controlled. This invention described in this patent for 
example, uses a light sensitive discharge device across the 
signal hold capacitor that maintains the gate voltage on the 
OLED current driving TFT during the frame time. The 
photon emission from the OLED causes the light sensitive 
discharge device to discharge the voltage on the holding 
capacitor thus turning off the current driving TFT and thus 
extinguishing the OLED. The rate of extinguishment is 
dependent on the level of photon emission; therefore if the 
pixel over-produces photon emission the OLED Will be 
extinguished faster than Were the pixel to under-produce 
photon emission. As a further re?nement of such a system, 
the photosensitive discharge device is a photo-transistor, the 
gate of Which is controlled by the current passing through 
the OLED. The circuit is designed so that at high current 
through the OLED the photo-transistor is in the off condition 
because the voltage to the gate of the photo-transistor is 
close to ground due to the high OLED current, but the 
photo-transistor While in the off condition acts like a reverse 
biased photo-diode and the charge on the holding capacitor 
is sloWly leaked to ground, causing the current through the 
OLED to be reduced as the current is reduced. Due to the 
declining voltage on the storage capacitor the voltage rises 
on the gate of the photo-transistor. When the current 
decrease to a certain point the threshold voltage of the 
photo-transistor is exceeded causing the photo-transistor to 
turn on and dump the remaining charge in the storage 
capacitor and thus shut off the OLED. The rapidity, and thus, 
the perceived luminance of the OLED is determined by the 
luminance level of the OLED. The higher the luminance of 
the OLED the faster is the OLED shut off. 

[0011] There are several objections to this approach. 
Firstly, the turning on of the photo-transistor to shut off the 
OLED depends on the threshold voltage of the photo 
transistor. One of the problems that this approach is sup 
posed to correct is the variable threshold voltages of the 
TFTs used in the pixel circuitry. This means that the time 
When the OLED is shut off Will vary from pixel to pixel and 
thus actually contribute to the non-uniformity betWeen dif 
ferent pixels of the display. Secondly, at loW emission values 
the voltage applied to the gate of the photo-transistor Will be 
close to the threshold voltage at the beginning of the frame 
time. Any variations in threshold voltage are therefore 
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greatly magni?ed and the uncertainty of the actual lumi 
nance values is not Well controlled at all. Thirdly, the actual 
brightness perceived by the vieWer depends on the total 
photon emission during the frame. The total photon emission 
during the frame depends at least in part on the initial value 
of the data voltage supplied to the storage capacitor, the rate 
of discharge of the storage capacitor during the off time of 
the photo-transistor (Which is dependent on the emission 
level of the OLED caused by the initial voltage), the 
threshold voltage of the current controlling TFT Whose gate 
is controlled by the voltage stored on the storage capacitor, 
current gain of the current controlling TFT, the effective 
electron mobility of the current controlling TFT, the age 
point of the OLED materials, the color spectrum of the 
OLED materials and the threshold voltage of the photo 
transistor. All these mentioned controlling parameters are 
not Well controlled in the manufacturing process and there 
fore the pixel uniformity is not Well controlled using the 
structures and methods of described or inferred by the US. 
Pat. No. 6,542,138 B1 (Philips) reference. 

[0012] US. Pat. No. 6,518,962 B2 by Kimura (assigned to 
Seiko-Epson) describes circuits in Which current levels are 
obtained by certain pixel associated sensors in the short 
address time allocated for making a measurement. These are 
essentially instantaneous measurements and the measure 
ment time is too short to give a practically acceptable 
signal-to-noise ratio so that useful information for determin 
ing the voltage or current to be supplied to the TFT (or 
OLED pixel) can be extracted from the measurement. The 
signal extracted is expected to be on the order of a feW 
nano-volts (10-9 volts) and the noise is expected to be on the 
order of several volts due to the long conductor line termi 
nated essentially by an open circuit for a signal-to-noise 
ration (SNR) of less than about 0.1 percent Furthermore, it 
is also expected that different noise characteristics may arise 
for different regions of a display oWing to the different 
localiZed electromagnetic ?elds and to the same pixels at 
different times. 

[0013] Another limitation of Kimura et al (US. Pat. No. 
6,518,962 B2) is that the system and method as described 
appears to apply a predetermined signal to the signal data 
line and it then alters this signal by the voltage control unit 
to make the light level come close to the reference value. 
The predetermined data signal therefore appears to cause a 
luminance that is an incorrect luminance because it varies 
from the reference and is subsequently altered by the volt 
age-adjusting unit to produce luminance that is only “close” 
to the reference. Kimura therefore does not appear to actu 
ally match the reference or any other target luminance. 

[0014] The Work of LisuWandi et al., Which is generically 
and conceptually similar to US. Pat. No. 6,518,962 B2 has 
too long a feedback settling time (greater than 150 ms) and 
thus, is not practical, especially for displays that have 
dynamic content that changes from frame to frame for 
normal computer screen, television, and similar applica 
tions. 

[0015] Conventional systems and methods that have 
attempted to control pixel luminance, have by-and-large 
attempted to measure instantaneous light or luminance lev 
els that have been too small and too noisy to accurately and 
precisely provide such control. They have therefore been 
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ineffective and their limitations Will be even more severe as 
the siZe and performance expectations of OLED displays 
increases. 

[0016] These performance problems may likely be even 
more severe When amorphous silicon (a-Si) is used for the 
display electronics. Amorphous silicon is the semiconductor 
used by the LCD industry and has billions of dollars invested 
in the infrastructure. It is, therefore, desirable for the major 
display manufacturers to use amorphous silicon. Early 
development of OLED active-matrix displays has employed 
the use of poly-silicon due to its higher speed and better 
stability. There is very little investment in poly-silicon 
infrastructure and the costs are high as opposed to amor 
phous silicon. 

[0017] Recall that there are three forms of silicon conven 
tionally used in electrical integrated circuits. Crystalline 
silicon used in monolithic integrated circuits (ICs). This type 
of silicon has no grain boundaries since the material is a 
solid crystal. This type of silicon (x-Si) has only one area for 
electrical charge to accumulate, and that area is at the 
interface betWeen the gate dielectric and the silicon surface 
contacted by the dielectric. The area of this interface is just 
the Width and length of the gate dimensions. 

[0018] Poly-silicon (p-Si) is made up of course grains of 
silicon having more or less intimate contact With each other. 
In order for electrons to go from grain to grain and thus, 
travel through a p-Si channel in a ?eld effect transistor 
(FET), a certain amount of energy must be added. Also, the 
interface betWeen grains can collect stray charges (both 
positive (holes) and negative (electrons) stray charges) just 
like the interface betWeen the dielectric and the silicon 
crystal in the x-Si material, but noW the area has greatly 
expanded. The intergranular area in the p-Si is inversely 
proportional to the grain siZe. Therefore, the smaller the 
grain siZe, the greater the interfacing area Will be and the 
greater the chance for stray charges to build up. 

[0019] In the case of amorphous silicon (a-Si) the grain 
boundary area is magnitudes greater than for p-Si. Trapped 
charge is normally the dominant characteristic that deter 
mines electron mobility and threshold voltage for a-Si 
devices and therefore any changes in the charge density at 
the inter-grain boundaries causes ?uctuation in the electron 
mobility and threshold voltage With much greater effect in 
the amorphous silicon (a-Si) as compared to the poly-Silicon 
(p-Si) or crystalline silicon (x-Si). 

[0020] As display siZe increases, there is great desirability 
to use amorphous silicon rather than poly-silicon or crys 
talline silicon. HoWever, due to the differences and ?uctua 
tions in electron and hole mobility characteristics, stray 
electrical charge accumulation characteristics, and threshold 
voltage characteristics, it is increasingly difficult to maintain 
a desired and uniform display luminance characteristics over 
a large display surface at any single moment in time and as 
the display device is used With amorphous silicon. 

[0021] Various attempts have been made to overcome the 
uniformity problem in emissive displays, including some 
that have involved circuit-based, some of Which are still in 
use today. These attempts have not been entirely successful 
and do not meet the needs and application requirements of 
the current and next generation of emissive display appli 
cations, particularly OLED display applications. 
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[0022] One scheme attempts to control photon emission 
by using a so called “current mirror” at the pixel, rather than 
using image voltages to drive or control the current through 
the OLED and hence control the OLED pixel luminance. 
Image currents are used in an attempt to force a luminance 
level current through the poWer TFT that feeds the OLED. 

[0023] Another scheme compensates for TFT threshold 
variation by providing a circuit that determines the poWer 
TFT threshold voltage and then adds the TFT threshold 
voltage to the image data voltage thus compensating for the 
threshold voltage so that variations or changes in the TFT 
threshold voltage do not result in variation of the current 
supplied to the OLED pixel luminance 

[0024] These circuit based schemes are complex and 
expensive to produce and have not been entirely satisfactory 
in maintaining pixel luminance uniformity, because they do 
not compensate for the OLED material degradation, but only 
certain limited variations in the TFT. 

[0025] It may be appreciated that for some devices in 
Which OLED or other emissive pixels are employed, the 
cumulative pixel on-time may be relatively short as com 
pared to the age of the device carrying the display, such as 
cell phones and personal data assistant (PDA) devices, 
because the display is normally on only When there is an 
active call or user interaction. By comparison, an OLED 
display for a ?at panel television may be on and displaying 
a dynamically changing image for ?ve to ten hours a day. 
The requirements for luminance and color uniformity are 
also greater for the television Which must render accurate 
continuous tone images as compared to a small cell phone 
display Which may acceptably provide luminance unifor 
mity and color accuracy at considerably loWer levels. 

[0026] It is knoWn in the art that OLED displays that use 
different materials for the red emitter, green emitter, blue 
emitter of a three color subpixel set, Will age or degrade at 
different rates so that after a period of operation such pixels 
in the displays (Without correction) Will have an observable 
color offset or shift that may depend on pixel luminance 
value. It may also be appreciated that as the color and 
luminance change Will be speci?c to the individual pixel 
(subpixel) and overall or global change to a particular color 
channel drive circuit Will generally be ineffective unless the 
cumulative effect on each pixel is the same. 

[0027] Other schemes attempt to achieve a measure of 
uniformity by making a correction based on a comparison of 
a measured pixel luminance to a reference luminance. One 
scheme of this type has already be discussed relative to US. 
Pat. No. 6,518,962 B2 by Kimura and assigned to Seiko 
Epson. According to this scheme as described in the patent, 
the brightness of the pixel is measured and compared With 
the brightness of a reference pixel brightness to generate a 
difference signal or value. (It is noted that although the term 
“brightness” is commonly used, brightness is a subjective 
measure and may require the consideration of a human 
vieWer to be interpreted, Whereas luminance is an objective 
measure.) The difference signal or value is then used to alter 
the signal voltage that drives the TFT supplying current to 
the pixel With the intention of adjusting the pixel brightness 
in order that the ?nal or “settled” brightness (really lumi 
nance) comes “close” to the reference value. This scheme 
has several problems and does not solve the uniformity 
problem. Three problems are paramount With this scheme: 
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(i) pixel brightness (really luminance) variation or “ringing” 
before stabilizing at a settled value, (ii) inaccuracy due to a 
loW signal-to-noise level and noise, and (iii) insuf?cient 
resolution as a result of lack of pixel isolation. These 
problems better understood by revieWing the structure of 
one of the Kimura pixel structures. 

[0028] Kimura et al. (US. Pat. No. 6,518,962) shoWs (See 
Kimura FIG. 19) What is described as a block diagram 
shoWing an entire arrangement of a display apparatus 
according to a tWelfth embodiment his invention and includ 
ing a circuit diagram of a pixel. This Kimura pixel circuit 
structure 61 has been redraWn and relabeled as presented in 
FIG. 1A so that an appropriate comparison may subse 
quently be made With an embodiment of the pixel circuit 
structure 62 of the present invention. It is noted that the 
photodiode D1 of Kimura is connected to the voltage supply 
line for its voltage. This approach is problematic from at 
least the standpoint of pixel luminance stability and repeat 
ability because the exact voltage on that voltage supply line 
depends on the current being used by the lines nearer the 
voltage supply for that voltage, because all the pixels 
attached to the line (in the column) are draWing current 
Which drops the voltage on the line. This voltage drop 
depends on What pixels are turned on and to What level of 
current draW they are experiencing. In other Words, the 
voltage that drives each of the Kimura pixels are dependent 
on the image data presented for display at other pixels of the 
display. It Will also be noted that the Kimura pixel lacks any 
isolation of the thin ?lm diode. This means that all the sensor 
photodiodes in the column are contributing current to the 
sensor read line at the same time. 

[0029] Again, this photodiode con?guration and the pixel 
structure that contains it is problematic because there is no 
information as to Where the current (or charge, or voltage) 
originates from. Reference to the original FIG. 19 of 
Kimura suggests that all the sensor read lines go into a shift 
register, and each line appears to be read in series (rather 
than in parallel) With the next one. Performing a serial read 
operation for each line Would have to done during the 
address time Which implies an exceedingly fast read rate and 
Would permit only a very short time to make the current 
measurement. Such short measurements are susceptible to 
imprecision and the effects of noise and may generally 
support only a very small signal to noise ratio. 

[0030] Other conventional approaches also fail to over 
come conventional limitations. Aparticular luminance level 
produces a photocurrent in the sensor, and the siZe or 
magnitude of the photocurrent is an indication (in some 
instances is proportional or directly proportional to) of the 
luminance (photon ?ux through the sensor). Either the 
current or a voltage created across a resistive element (such 
as a resistor) by the current that is measured to identify the 
luminance. 

[0031] First, the pixel luminance Will “ring” or oscillate 
for a time around the reference value before stabiliZing and 
reaching a stable luminance point. This stabiliZation takes 
time, time is important, and more time than alloWed by the 
short address time (t A) Which for most display applications 
(such as OLED displays having an array in the range of 
640x480 pixels) is the display frame time (tf) divided by the 
display number of lines (NL). For a relatively small 160x120 
pixel display such as may be used in a hand-held computer 
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or information appliance, the address time is about 0.13 ms 
and for relatively larger 800x600 pixel display such as may 
be used in a Lap-top computer the address time is about 
0.027 ms. By comparison, the time to stabiliZe (ts) such a 
feedback system has been calculated by Eko T. LisuWandi at 
MIT (See “Feedback Circuit for Organic LEDActive-Matrix 
Display Drivers, by Eko T. LisuWandi submitted to the 
Department of Electrical and Computer Science in Partial 
Ful?llment of the Requirements for Degrees of Master of 
Engineering in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sci 
ence at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, May 10, 
2002) to exceed 100 ms. This settling time is therefore 
unacceptably long for practical active-matrix type displays. 
The problems and limitations described here are typical of 
conventional closed-loop feedback systems and methods, 
Where a parameter or value is measured, sensed, or read and 
the reading fed-back to a control means that changes the read 
parameter (or a parameter derived from it), and applies or 
otherWise uses the changed parameter for operation. In this 
particular display context, since for any display that displays 
changing display content, the frame rate must exceed 30 
frames per second to prevent ?ickering. For most displays 
that display moving images the frame rate is 60 frames per 
second (fps). The frame duration (reciprocal of fps) Will be 
less than about 20 ms, a closed-loop feedback control 
scheme such as described by Kimura cannot be realiZed for 
displays operating With display content that changes at rates 
faster than about 6 to 8 fps, as do normal video speeds for 
television, computer displays. 

[0032] A second problem With this scheme is that the 
scheme relies on a direct reading from the light sensors in 
the pixels by a current measurement circuit physically 
located outside the display area (or off glass). The current 
measurement circuit conventionally needs to be physically 
located outside the display area because integrating high 
speed circuitry directly on the display glass has been to 
costly in yield loss and added expense to be practical at this 
time; so it has not been merely a design choice as to Where 
it is located. These conventional devices have used a reverse 
biased PIN diode as the sensor. Due to the high impedance 
value of the sensor (typically betWeen about 1000 MegOhms 
and 1 MegOhm), noise picked up by the Wires or conductors 
attached to the sensor and subsequently to the measuring 
equipment off the glass Will seriously obscure accurate 
reading of the pixel luminance. For example, the sensed 
signal may be a signal voltage in the range of a few 
millivolts (mv) and the noise on this signal When it reaches 
the measuring equipment may typically be in the range 
betWeen about a feW millivolts and about several volts. 
Since the pixel uniformity requirement for a 8-bit grayscale 
display may be 0.4 percent, any noise greater than that Will 
prevent achieving the required uniformity. Since, the signal 
voltage is a feW millivolts a noise level of millivolts to volts 
far exceeds the signal to noise ratio (Which can be no Worse 
that 1 to 1) required to make a measurement With any 
accuracy at all. Third, this scheme generally, and the par 
ticular approach described in US. Pat. No. 6,518,962 B2 
(Kimura), does not describe and gives no consideration for 
isolating the sensors for individual roWs thus, also failing to 
isolate the reading of the sensors since all sensor readings in 
display array column appear to be combined into one current 
that is conducted to the measurement circuit off the glass. All 
the pixels in a column are on in an active-matrix display (as 
opposed to a passive-matrix display Where the roWs are on 
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only one at a time); therefore, since the sensor line travels 
vertically up the display all the sensors in a column are 
connected to the sensor line for that column and each pixel’s 
sensor Will contribute to the total current in the sensor line 
making it impossible to determine the current contributed by 
any one pixels. 

[0033] Therefore there remains a need for system, device, 
method, and computer program and computer program 
products that solve the afore described problems and limi 
tations in the prior art, including the problems of settling 
times for conventional closed-loop control, noise interfer 
ence, and sensor isolation. 

SUMMARY 

[0034] Systems, devices and methods for making, cali 
brating, and operating ?at panel displays to provide uniform 
pixel and display luminance emission levels (sometimes 
referred to as brightness) and colors over the surface of the 
display initially and throughout the operational life of a 
display and to extend the operational life of such displays. 

[0035] A stabiliZed feedback display system and method 
for maintaining uniform pixel luminances in a display 
device. System includes a display device having a plurality 
of emissive picture elements (pixels) each formed from at 
least one electronic circuit device, a display driver circuit 
receiving a raW input image signal from an external image 
source and applying a corrected image signal to the display, 
a display luminance detector generating at least one display 
device luminance value, and a processing logic unit receiv 
ing the at least one display device luminance value and 
communicating information to the display driver circuit, the 
display driver circuit using this communicated information 
to generate a transformation for generating the corrected 
image signal from the raW input image signal. 

[0036] System and method for controlling luminance of 
pixel in display. Method includes storing transformation 
betWeen digital image gray level value and display drive 
signal that generates luminance from pixel corresponding to 
digital gray level value; identifying target gray level value 
for particular pixel; generating display drive signal corre 
sponding to identi?ed target gray level based on stored 
transformation and driving particular pixel With drive signal 
during ?rst display frame; measuring parameter representa 
tive of actual measured luminance of particular pixel at a 
second time after the ?rst time; determining difference 
betWeen identi?ed target luminance and actual measured 
luminance; modifying stored transformation for particular 
pixel based on determined difference; and storing and using 
modi?ed transformation for generating display drive signal 
for particular pixel during frame time folloWing ?rst frame 
time. Control system and circuits for controlling the lumi 
nance of a picture element or pixel in a display device. 

[0037] System, device, and method for operating active 
matrix emissive pixel display device. Method includes stor 
ing calibration value for pixels and gray levels displayed by 
pixels in memory; storing transformation in memory for 
transforming ?rst representations of gray level values to 
second representations; receiving ?rst gray level represen 
tations of image pixel gray level values; transforming ?rst 
representations to second representations for each pixel; 
generating image data and control signals for driving pixels 
during present display frame time; generating integrated 
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photon ?ux signal for pixels in display indicative of inte 
grated photon ?ux during portion of present display frame 
time; comparing plurality of integrated photon ?ux signals 
With calibration values on pixel-by-pixel basis and generat 
ing plurality of comparison results indicating difference; and 
identifying deviation for each pixel and directing change in 
stored transformation to be applied during subsequent time. 
System provides a gray level logic, calibration memory, a 
comparator, and pixel deviation logic. 

[0038] An emissive pixel device having integrated lumi 
nance sensor and a method of operating an emissive pixel 
device having an integrated luminance or photon ?ux sensor. 
Device includes light or photon emitting device, drive 
circuit generating current to drive light emitting device to 
predetermined luminance corresponding to an image voltage 
and applying drive current to light emitting device during 
frame time, photo sensor that exhibits change in electrical 
characteristic in response to change in incident photon ?ux 
disposed near the light emitting device to intercept measur 
able photon ?ux When light emitting device is in emitting 
state, charge storage device coupled With sensor for accu 
mulating or releasing charges and exhibiting capacitance 
charge and voltage proportional to the charge at a time; and 
control circuit controlling charging and discharging of 
charge storage device in response to changes in electrical 
characteristics of sensor during at least a portion of the frame 
time. 

[0039] Self-calibrating emissive pixel circuit, device and 
method for operating pixel. Method for operating includes: 
establishing sensor capacitor at predetermined starting volt 
age, delivering current to photon emitting device to cause 
photons to be emitted at predetermined target photon emis 
sion level, exposing sensor having electrical properties that 
vary according to photon ?ux on sensor to the emitted 
photon emission during at least portion of display frame 
time, permitting sensor capacitor to either charge or dis 
charge from predetermined starting state through the sensor 
so that portion of frame time and resistance of sensor during 
portion of frame time determine amount of charge on sensor 
capacitor, measuring voltage or charge remaining on sensor 
capacitor at end of portion of frame time as indication of 
integrated photon ?ux and pixel luminance, and modifying 
image voltage and/or current applied to pixel during any 
subsequent display frame time using measured voltage as 
feedback parameter. 

[0040] Information appliance device and method for oper 
ating display associated With information appliance. Infor 
mation appliance includes display device comprising plu 
rality of active-matrix pixels arranged as tWo-dimensional 
array, each pixel including a photon emitter, emitter drive 
circuit receiving input image data for each pixel and gen 
erating pixel drive signal intended to produce a correspond 
ing target pixel luminance during frame time, and emitter 
luminance sensor and measurement circuit that measures 
electrical parameter indicative of actual luminance of each 
pixel over portion of measurement display frame time; and 
display logic coupled to display and receiving pixel lumi 
nance related electrical parameter for each pixel and gener 
ating correction for application subsequent time period to 
input image data for each pixel based on difference betWeen 
target pixel luminance and measured pixel luminance. Pho 
ton emitter may be OLED, electroluminescent, plasma or 
other emissive device in ?at panel display. Information 
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appliance may include a television monitor, a television 
receiver, a CD player, a DVD player, a computer monitor, a 
computer system, an automobile instrument panel, an air 
craft instrument display panel, a video game, a cellular 
telephone, a personal data assistant (PDA), a telephone, a 
graphics system, a printing system, a scoreboard system, an 
entertainment system, a domestic or home appliance, a copy 
machine, a global positioning system navigation display, a 
dynamic art display device, and/or devices combining these 
devices and systems. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0041] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are illustrations shoWing a 
comparison betWeen an exemplary conventional pixel struc 
ture and a structure of a pixel according to an embodiment 
of the invention. 

[0042] FIG. 2 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment of 
a SteadylightTM emissive pixel and display calibration and 
stabiliZation circuit. 

[0043] FIG. 3 is an illustration shoWing a ?rst embodi 
ment of a feedback control system for operating an active 
matrix display device With individual pixel sensor integrated 
?ux detection feedback 

[0044] FIG. 4 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment of 
a second embodiment of a feedback control system for 
operating an active matrix display device With individual 
pixel sensor integrated ?ux detection feedback and including 
a calibration memory and pixel deviation memory for modi 
fying and controlling operation of a gray level logic unit. 

[0045] FIG. 5 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment of 
a pixel sensor and integrated photon ?ux detection and 
measuring circuit using a voltage sensing ampli?er. 

[0046] FIG. 6 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment of 
a pixel sensor and integrated photon ?ux detection and 
measuring circuit using a charge amp-trans-impedance 
ampli?er. 

[0047] FIG. 7 is an illustration shoWing a ?rst embodi 
ment of an active matrix pixel including emitter, sensor, and 
photon-?ux integrator elements. 

[0048] FIG. 8 is an illustration shoWing a second embodi 
ment of an active matrix pixel including emitter, sensor, and 
photon-?ux integrator elements. 

[0049] FIG. 9 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment of 
a ?rst calibration procedure that may be executed to cali 
brate an active matrix display according to the invention 
during the display manufacturing process. 

[0050] FIG. 10 is an illustration shoWing embodiment of 
a second calibration procedure that may be executed to 
calibrate an active matrix display according to the invention 
after the display has been manufactured such as during a ?rst 
time boot-up or poWer-on. 

[0051] FIG. 11 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment 
of a procedure for operating a display according to embodi 
ments of the invention. 

[0052] FIG. 12 is an illustration shoWing an embodiment 
of an active-matrix emissive pixel display device incorpo 
rating features of the invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

[0053] The present invention is directed to systems, 
devices and methods for making, calibrating, and operating 
?at panel displays to provide uniform luminance emission 
levels and colors over the surface of the display initially and 
throughout the operational life of a display and to extend the 
operational life of such displays. 

[0054] US. patent application Ser. No. 10/872,268 (Atty. 
Docket. No. 34133/US/2 [474125-8]) ?led May 6, 2004 
naming as inventors Damoder Reddy and W. EdWard Nau 
gler, Jr., and entitled Method and Apparatus for Controlling 
Pixel Emission (Which application is incorporated by refer 
ence in its entirety) describes and teaches the value of sensor 
arrays to improve organic light emitting diode (OLED) or 
other emissive pixel image quality, increase display life, and 
loWer manufacturing costs. The innovations described in 
this patent application generate emission measurements uti 
liZing photo resistors and or photodiodes and phototransis 
tors to send voltage or current signals to data processing 
circuits located off the display substrate. 

[0055] In one of the circuits described therein and shoWn 
in FIG. 2, and referred to as the SteadylightTM calibration 
and stabiliZation circuit 40 (Steadylight is a trademark of 
Nuelight Corporation), a voltage ramp 55 is placed on the 
source of thin ?lm transistor TFT T141. The voltage from 
output pin P342 of voltage comparator VC143 is high so that 
TFT T141 conducts the voltage ramp to the gate of TFT 
T246 and storage capacitor C147. This causes OLED D148 
to emit light With increasing intensity, Which causes the 
resistance 49 of optical sensor S150 to steadily decrease. As 
the resistance of sensor S150 decreases the voltage across 
ground resistor R151 steadily increases placing an increas 
ing voltage on pin P144 of voltage comparator VC143. At 
the beginning of the addressing cycle a reference voltage 46 
is placed on pin P247 of voltage comparator VC1. The 
reference voltage represents the desired emission value from 
OLED D148. When the voltage on pin P247 reaches the 
same voltage as the reference voltage on pin P2 the output 
voltage on pin P342 sWitches from a positive “on” voltage 
to a negative “off” voltage, thus turning off TFT T141 and 
freeZing the voltage to the gate of TFT T246, and thus, 
freeZing the emission from OLED D148 at the desired 
emission level. One dif?culty is that the resistance of optical 
sensor S150 is in the gig-ohm range causing the voltage 
across ground resistor R151 to possibly ?uctuate With any 
voltage noise near the circuit. One of the greatest source of 
voltage noise comes from the digital processing circuitry 
used to process the data from the optical sensor S1. The 
reason for this is that the currents required to produce 
signi?cant voltage are typically very small in a high imped 
ance circuit. Therefore, the impedance should advanta 
geously be con?ned to the location of the pixel before a 
noise free measurement can be made. 

[0056] The present invention noW described provides 
device, system, method, and other means to overcome the 
limitations associated With conventional active matrix dis 
plays generally, With any emissive display type (including 
for example, electroluminescent devices, plasma emission 
devices, or any other controllable emissive device) more 
particularly, and With organic light emitting diode (OLED) 
displays in particular, by providing a means to measure and 
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track the photon emission or luminance of a pixel (the 
integrated photon ?uX over a de?ned period of time) and to 
use that information to ensure that any degradation mecha 
nisms, Whether they be pixel driver circuitry degradation 
due to gate threshold drift as in the case of amorphous 
silicon, or degradation of the OLED materials themselves, is 
compensated. 
[0057] It Will also be appreciated in light of the description 
provided herein, that even When the emissive device is an 
organic light emitting diode (OLED) there are several types, 
including but not limited to small molecule OLEDs, poly 
mer OLEDs (PLEDs), phosphorescent OLEDs (PHOLEDs), 
and/or any other organic light emitting diode constructed 
from any organic material in any combination of single or 
multiple layers of organic materials and electrodes. 

[0058] Among the advantages of the invention, the inven 
tion provides a system and method for measuring the 
luminance or photon ?uX over time (the time duration of the 
frame) and storing that information to be used at a later time 
by the display to maintain uniformity, color balance and to 
eXtend life. The use of a photon ?uX integrator (sensor S1 
coupled With a capacitor C2 in a particular circuit con?gu 
ration) reduces noise found on feedback systems operating 
With instantaneous photo currents and With instantaneous 
feedback to the voltage drive system. 

[0059] Among the advantages of the present invention, 
this invention recogniZes that the instantaneous photocur 
rents generated by light emitted (actually the photon ?uX 
emitted) by the OLED material in a piXel are too small to be 
used for controlling the voltages on the piXel and thus, We 
devised an in-piXel photon ?uX integration circuit so that 
rather than trying to measure the instantaneous photon ?uX 
emitted by the piXel the invention provides a device that 
integrates that ?uX over the time length of a display frame. 
This causes the random instantaneous noise ?uctuations in 
the photon ?uX to cancel out over the frame time. The 
invention also provides a system and display panel that 
utiliZes this piXel device structure, and methods for calibrat 
ing, controlling, and operating the display. The invention 
therefore overcomes the problems associated With conven 
tional systems and methods that have attempted to control 
piXel luminance using loW-magnitude, noisy, and ?uctuating 
measured instantaneous light or luminance measurements. 
The in-piXel nature of the integrated photon ?uX measure 
ments also compensates for piXel device material and elec 
trical characteristics, operating environment, and operating 
history. 
[0060] In at least one embodiment of the invention, a 
particular luminance level produces a photocurrent in the 
sensor, and the siZe or magnitude of this photocurrent serves 
as an indication of the luminance (photon ?uX through the 
sensor). In at least one embodiment of the invention, the 
photocurrent is proportional (linearly or nonlinearly) to the 
luminance, and in at least one embodiment the photocurrent 
is directly proportional to the luminance, or linearly propor 
tional Within an acceptable non-linear error. In one embodi 
ment, either the current or a voltage created across a resistive 
element (such as a resistor) by the current that is measured 
to identify the luminance. In other embodiments, voltage 
accumulated on charge storage devices, such as capacitors, 
are measured to identify the luminance. 

[0061] Embodiments of the invention are capable of main 
taining a piXel photon ?uX Within one gray level (higher 
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orders of accuracy can be obtained if the bit level is 
increased—this is a matter of cost) of an absolute photon 
?uX reference level, and piXel-to-piXel photon ?uX unifor 
mity to Within the same accuracy, over the life of the display. 
The inventive system, device, and method are also capable 
of adjusting the integrated photon ?uX level of each and 
every piXel element (and hence also the piXel color and 
display color balance) so that the life-time of a display can 
be eXtended (and/or so that the aging or degradation can be 
controlled in a preplanned manner), in spite of the knoWn 
degradation characteristics of OLED displays, over a rela 
tively longer period of time than in conventional systems 
and methods. 

[0062] One convention associated With de?ning the life 
time of a display is to use the time from an initial time (to) 
When the luminance is maXimum to a half-life time (tX) 
Which is the time When the luminance has fallen to one-half 
of the initial luminance. Thus, if the display has a 10,000 
hour life time (time tX) it conventionally means that the 
display Will be one-half as luminant (or have one-half the 
luminance) as it Was in the beginning (at time to). 

[0063] The inventive device, system, and method can 
actually eXtend the practical lifetime of a display and display 
system by extending the length of time to one-half of 
maXimum luminance (by compensating for the degradation 
that leads to one-half luminance). For eXample, the inventive 
device, system, and method may eXtend the period of time 
to half-life by a factor of 2, 3, 4 or more (to 2tX, 3tX, 4tX, or 
more). In one embodiment, this is accomplished by pro 
gramming the display to permit a controlled degradation 
over time. Recall, that the inventive device, system, and 
method can actually compensate 100% (and of course for 
any lesser amount of degradation) for the degrading of the 
luminance, but the display Will last longer if it is permitted 
to sloWly degrade. Achieving a 100% compensation requires 
that additional voltage be available to apply to the gate of the 
OLED current driving TFT. The available voltage deter 
mines just hoW long degradation can be fully compensated. 
If, hoWever, the aging is partially compensated the display 
Will eventually reach half luminance, but is a longer time 
than an un-compensated display. 

[0064] Uniformity as used here means that the normal or 
average vieWer Will not usually be able to visually detect an 
aberrant piXel luminance (Where luminance or more loosely 
“brightness” is used to describe the characteristic in some 
conventional systems) or integrated photon ?uX (as a par 
ticular manner of characteriZing luminance according to 
embodiments of invention described in speci?cation) differ 
ence or color difference relative to other piXels in the display. 
In the conteXt of the invention to be described, embodiments 
of the invention are able to maintain a calibration so that no 
piXel is more than one-half gray level from a reference level. 
In one embodiment, having 8-bit per piXel per color data 
(256 levels of gray), the uniformity is maintained to at or 
better than one gray level or 10.4 percent. This is a piXel 
quantization level of the display calibration, Wherein if the 
piXel is determined to have a luminance or integrated photon 
?uX that is different from the reference luminance or inte 
grated photon ?uX, the system and method drive the piXel to 
the gray level luminance or integrated photon ?uX nearest 
the reference. Other embodiments of the invention may 
quantiZe at a ?ner level of calibration, but normally the 
























































